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Abstract: Single event double upsets (SEDUs) caused by charge sharing have been an important
contributor to the soft error in integrated circuits. Most of the up-to-date double-upset (DU) tolerant
latches suffer from high costs in terms of delay, power and area. In this paper, we propose a
novel high-performance low-cost double-upset tolerant (HLDUT) latch. Simulation waveforms
have validated the double-upset tolerance of the proposed latch. Besides, detailed comparisons
demonstrate that our design saves 805.24% delay-power-area product (DPAP) on average compared
with other considered up-to-date double-upset tolerant latches, which means the proposed latch is a
promising candidate for future highly reliable low-cost applications.
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1. Introduction

With technology advancing, the charge needed to trigger the upset of the logic state of a circuit
node has dramatically decreased due to the scaling of supply voltage and the reduction of the internal
node capacitance, making the circuit more vulnerable to single-event effects (SEEs) [1–3]. SEEs have
caused severe reliability problems in large-scale integration (LSI) systems for both aerospace and
terrestrial applications. When a high-energy particle hits a silicon-based circuit system, electron-hole
pairs generated along its trail in the silicon will be separated and collected if the trail is in close
proximity to the depletion region [4]. If the charge collected is sufficient to upset the original logic
state of the struck node, a large current/voltage transient fault (TF) can be generated. With regard to a
combinational logic circuit, the TF produced in it is viewed as single event transient (SET). Worse still,
when a TF transmitted from a combinational logic circuit is captured in a latch or flip-flop, it will be a
single event upset (SEU) and thus a soft error is produced. Besides, an SEU can also be created directly
in a sequential circuit [5].

Since the traditional latch shown in Figure 1 can be easily upset by an SEU and cannot recover
itself, a number of robust latches have been reported to deal with the single-event upset (SEU) [6–8].
Applying dual modular redundancy or dual-interlocked storage cell (DICE) [6], HiPeR (High
Performance Robust) latch presented in [7], and HLR-CG1 (High performance, Low cost and Robust
Clock Gating) latch proposed in [8] can tolerate the disturbance of SEU. However, for advanced CMOS
technologies, the proximity of devices by scaling can result in charge collection and sharing at multiple
nodes from a single high-energy particle strike [9]. These existing schemes proposed for tolerating SEU
or single upset (SU) can no longer be robust in face of double upsets (DUs). Well isolation, guard rings
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and layout techniques were utilized to solve the multiple upsets caused by charge sharing, but benefits
of these techniques are quite limited [9,10]. In order to solve this severe problem, researchers have
proposed plenty of latches which can effectively tolerate the DUs [11–17]. The latch designed in [12]
employed a modified triple path dual-interlocked storage cell (TPDICE) [11] and Muller C-element
(MCE), acquiring better tolerance. As for DNCS (Double-Node Charge Sharing) latch in [13] and CLCT
(Circuit and Layout Combination Technique) latch in [14], both latches utilized interlocked structure
and MCE to obtain the robustness. However, the latch in [14] was not fully SEDU tolerant in the
circuit design level, and further, layout technique was used to harden the latch. The Delta DICE in [15],
DONUT (Double Node Upset Tolerant) in [16], and DNURL (Double-Node-Upset-Resilient Latch)
in [17] were derived by the applications of feedback loop. However, it is worth noticing that these
latches were carried out with large cost penalties in terms of delay, power consumption and area.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the traditional latch. The switch is the symbol of the transmission gate (TG).
When CLK = 1 and CLKB = 0, TG1 is turned on, and TG2 is turned off. When CLK = 0 and CLKB = 1,
TG1 is turned off, and TG2 is turned on.

In this paper, a novel high-performance low-cost double-upset tolerant (HLDUT) latch is proposed.
It utilizes a high-speed transmission path to get high performance, and clock gating (CG) to acquire
low-power consumption property. Furthermore, inverters 2P1N and 1P2N, and clocked three-input
MCE are employed to tolerate the soft error. In Figure 2, the schematic and symbol of the inverters
2P1N and 1P2N, and clocked three-input MCE are portrayed. If the A and B in 2P1N inverter are in
different logic states, the pull-up network will be disabled. Similarly, if the B and C in 1P2N inverter
are in different logic states, the pull-down network will be turned off.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the structure, behavior,
implementation and verification of the proposed HLDUT latch. In Section 3, detailed comparisons
between the proposed and the referential latches are carried out. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
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2. Proposed HLDUT Latch

2.1. Circuit Structure and Behavior

As is shown in Figure 3, the proposed HLDUT latch is constructed from a novel storage cell, a
clocked three-input MCE, and four transmission gates (TG), TG1–TG4. The storage cell comprises
three clocked 2P1N inverters (I1, I3 and I5), and three 1P2N inverters (I2, I4 and I6). By connecting
input port D and output port Q through TG4, a high-speed path is created.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the proposed HLDUT latch.

When the clock signal CLK is at a high logic state and CLKB is at the low, the latch is in transparent
mode. TG1–TG4 are turned on, I1, I3 and I5 are disabled, and the clocked three-input MCE is turned
off. Signal at the input port will be transmitted to the output port Q, and the internal nodes of the
storage cell, biasing the logic states of the other storage nodes. In this case, the delay time from input
D to output Q is also optimized because of the current competition is prevented at the output Q due to
the three-input MCE being disabled. Besides, power dissipation can be cut down by preventing the
current competitions at the outputs of the inverters I1, I3 and I5. When D = 0, S1, S3 and S5 are set to 0,
and further S2, S4 and S6 are biased to 1. In this case, 0 will be obtained at the output. When D = 1,
S1, S3 and S5 are set to 1, and further S2, S4 and S6 are biased to 0. Then the output will be in high
logic state.

When CLK is set to be low and CLKB is biased to be high, the latch is in hold mode. TG1–TG4 are
turned off, and inverters I1, I3, I5 and the clocked three-input MCE are enabled. The signals at output
Q are determined by the data propagating from the storage cell.

In the presence of soft error in the hold mode, different cases are discussed. When a single node
inside the storage cell is affected by an SEU, the soft error will not be transmitted to the output because
of the block of the MCE and the node affected will soon be biased to its right logic state. In case of DUs
affecting a pair of nodes inside the latch, there are two possible cases. Case1: a node inside the storage
cell and Q are affected. In this case, the storage cell works the same as the case where a single internal
node is affected, and the output Q will restore its right logic state. Case 2: two nodes inside the storage
cell are affected.

As for case 2, C6
2 = 15 different node pairs can be found. Assume SX represents the internal nodes.

From the internal connections, these node pairs can be classified into three categories:

(1) <SX, SX+1>: <S1, S2>, <S2, S3>, <S3, S4>, <S4, S5>, <S5, S6>, <S6, S1>;
(2) <SX, SX+2>: <S1, S3>, <S2, S4>, <S3, S5>, <S4, S6>, <S5, S1>, <S6, S2>;
(3) <SX, SX+3>: <S1, S4>, <S2, S5>, <S3, S6>.
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Besides, they can also be sorted into two types according to the two distinct tolerant mechanisms
of the proposed latch. Type 1: the storage cell is resilient from the feedback when affected by DUs.
Type 2: the storage cell cannot recover itself when a pair of internal nodes is upset, but the clocked
three-input MCE will block the soft error.

Assuming D = Q = 1 before the change of CLK from 1 to 0, we get S1 = S3 = S5 = 1, and S2 = S4 =
S6 = 0.

• At first, we take the upset of node pair <S1, S2> in (1) into consideration. If nodes S1 and S2 are
affected (i.e., S1 is discharged to 0 and S2 is charged to 1), the NMOS biased by S2 in I1 and the
PMOS in I2 are turned on, while the PMOS transistors biased by S2 in I3 and I5, and the NMOS
transistors biased by S1 in I4 and I6, are turned off. Since I3 and I5 are 2P1N inverters, and I4 and
I6 are 1P2N inverters, S3, S4, S5 and S6 will be in high impedance state and their logic state will
be kept temporarily. Thus, the PMOS and NMOS transistors in I1 and I2 are turned on, S1 and S2
will be unstable. The storage nodes except for S1 and S2 are not affected, thus S1 will be biased by
S4 and S6 to its original logic 1 state, while S2 will be biased by S5 and S3 to its original logic 0
state. In this situation, node pair <S1, S2> belongs to type 1. Analyses are similar to that of node
pairs <S3, S4> and <S5, S6> when they are affected by DUs, which means they belong to type 1.

• If node pair <S2, S3> is affected by DUs (i.e., S2 is charged to 1 and S3 is discharged to 0),
the NMOS biased by S2 in I1 and the PMOS in I4 are turned on, while the PMOS transistors biased
by S2 in I3 and I5, and the NMOS transistors biased by S3 in I2 and I6, are turned off. Due to the
fact that the PMOS and NMOS transistors in I1 and I4 are turned on temporarily, S1 and S4 are
unstable. If the DUs are strong to upset the S1 and S4, the nodes S1, S2, S3 and S4 are affected,
and they cannot recover to their original logic states. The PMOS transistors biased by S4 and S2 in
I5 and the NMOS transistors in I6 are turned off, making S5 and S6 get into high impedance state
and their logic state will be kept. Since S2, S4 and S6 are not in the same logic state, the soft error
will be blocked by the clocked three-input MCE. The output Q is not affected, and the right logic
state is maintained. Hence, node pair <S2, S3> belongs to type 2. Analyses are similar to that of
node pairs <S4, S5>, <S6, S1>, and all of the node pairs in (2) and (3) when they are affected by
DUs, which means they all belong to type 2.

In the case where D = Q = 0 before the change of CLK from 1 to 0, analyses are similar to that of
the situation when D = Q = 1, and the latch retains its correct data at output Q in face of DUs. In this
situation, node pairs <S1, S2>, <S3, S4> and <S5, S6> belong to type 2, while the other 12 node pairs
belong to type 1.

2.2. Implementation and Verification

The proposed HLDUT latch has been implemented in 110 nm CMOS technology of HHGrace.
The nominal supply voltage for this process is 1.5 V. With regard to the transistor sizes in the design,
they are listed as follows: (1) for the storage cell and TG1–TG3, the PMOS and NMOS transistors are
set to W/L = 800/120 nm and W/L = 230/120 nm, respectively; (2) for the clocked three-input MCE
and TG4, the PMOS and NMOS transistors are set to W/L = 1.16 µm/120 nm and W/L = 770/120 nm,
respectively. Post-layout simulations have been performed with HSPICE. A double-exponential current
source, the rise and fall time constants of which are set to 50 and 164 ps respectively, has been utilized
in the simulations [7,8,12,17–19]. To validate the SU and DU tolerance, the injected charge of the worst
case is chosen to be up to 342 fC for a single upset.

From the simulation results in Figure 4, it can be seen that the proposed HLDUT latch has the same
basic function with the traditional latch presented in Figure 1. At 3.5 ns, an SU is applied on node S2,
and at 6 ns, 13.5 ns, 16 ns, 23.5 ns and 26 ns, two simultaneous SUs are applied on node pairs <S6, Q>,
<S3, S4>, <S1, S5>, <S4, S6> and <S1, S2> respectively. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed HLDUT latch can effectively tolerant SU and DUs. As shown in Figure 4, when node pair
<S6, Q> is affected by DUs at 6 ns (i.e., S6 is discharged to 0 and Q is charged to 1), the PMOS transistors
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biased by S6 in I1 and I3 are turned on, while the NMOS biased by S6 in I5 is turned off. Since S4
and S2 are not affected and I1 and I3 are 2P1N inverter, the soft error will be blocked by the pull-up
network of I1 and I3. Besides, S5 will be in a high impedance state and its logic state will be kept
temporarily. Therefore, the storage nodes except for S6 are not affected; thus, S6 will be biased by S5
to its original logic 1 state. Finally, Q will be biased by the clocked three-input MCE to its original
logic 0 state. Considering that the DU recovery analyses have been given in the former section in the
case where D = Q = 1, we will focus on the case where D = Q = 0. When node pair <S4, S6> is affected
by DUs at 23.5 ns (i.e., S4 and S6 are discharged to 0), the PMOS transistors biased by S4 in I1 and
I5, and the PMOS transistors biased by S6 in I1 and I3 are turned on, while the NMOS transistors
biased by S4 and S6 in I3 and I5 respectively, are turned off. Since S2 is not affected, and I3 and I5 are
2P1N inverters, S3 and S5 will be in high impedance state and their logic state will be kept temporarily.
From the simulation waveform, we find S1 is affected by a small glitch and it recovers soon to its
original logic 0 state. Finally, S4 and S6 are biased by S3 and S5, respectively, to the original logic 1
state. When node pair <S1, S2> is affected by DUs at 26 ns (i.e., S1 is charged to 1 and S2 is discharged
to 0), the NMOS transistors biased by S1 in I4 and I6, and the PMOS transistors biased by S2 in I3 and
I5 are turned on, while the NMOS transistor biased by S2 in I1 and the PMOS transistor biased by S1
in I2 are turned off. Since I3 and I5 are 2P1N inverters, and I4 and I6 are 1P2N inverters, S3, S4, S5 and
S6 will be in high impedance state and their logic state will be kept temporarily. However, S1 and S2
cannot recover to their original logic state. Since S2, S4 and S6 are not in the same logic state, the soft
error will be blocked by the clocked three-input MCE. The output Q is not affected, and the right logic
state is maintained.
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In addition, we also try to obtain the critical charge (Qcrit) for our proposed latch through HSPICE
simulation. Upset cases in Figure 4 are reconsidered and 10 pC injected charge is given to every SU.
It is observed that the output of the proposed HLDUT latch still keeps its right logic states under these
extreme conditions. This result demonstrates that it is the number of upsets rather than the injected
charge that dominate the SU and DU tolerance of the proposed HLDUT latch. Our former analyses
of the SU and DU tolerance also support this point of view. It is worth noting that the rise and fall
time constants applied in the simulations are not accurate parameters. From the simulated result that
the output of the proposed HLDUT latch still keeps its right logic states when every SU in Figure 4 is
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given 10 pC, we can find that the rise and fall time constants, which are the important factors for the
injected charge, are not key in our design. However, for the circuits hardened by combining the layout
placement or increasing the critical charge, the rise and fall time constants should be simulated further
to get more accurate results to validate the robustness of the circuits.

3. Evaluation

To compare fairly, all the considered latches are implemented by similar conditions and transistor
sizes. The cost evaluations, with respect to delay time, power dissipation, area and delay-power-area
product (DPAP), of the proposed latch and referential latches are presented in Table 1. The delay time
is calculated by the average of the rise and fall delay from the input D to the output Q. With regard
to the power dissipation, it is evaluated by a 50% input switching activity. The area is derived by
equivalent unit size transistors (UST) [12,13,17]. DPAP is obtained by

DPAP = Delay × Power × Area. (1)

As it stands, our proposed HLDUT latch has the lowest delay, thanks to the application of the
high-speed path. For the same token, DNURL [17] also obtains a low delay. Even though HLR-CG1 [8]
employs a high-speed transmission gate, it still suffers from a higher delay because there is current
competition at its output. The SU tolerant latch HiPeR [7] features the lowest power dissipation and
DPAP among all the other considered latches. With regard to those DU (let alone SU) tolerant latches,
the proposed HLDUT latch exhibits the lowest power dissipation and DPAP while CLCT [14] has the
lowest area.

Table 1. Cost comparisons of all considered latches.

Latch SU Tolerant? DU Tolerant? Delay (ps) Power (µW) Area (UST) DPAP (×104)

The traditional × × 84.99 2.91 49.6 1.23

HiPeR [7]
√

× 44.83 2.83 91.9 1.17
HLR-CG1 [8]

√
× 52.61 5.48 85.5 2.46

DNCS [13]
√ √

251.24 6.91 171.1 29.70
CLCT [14]

√ √
166.39 5.05 148.9 12.51

Delta DICE [15]
√ √

108.23 10.59 198.6 22.76
DONUT [16]

√ √
129.28 10.31 164.6 21.94

DNURL [17]
√ √

31.76 6.89 268.5 5.88

HLDUT
√ √

29.19 3.91 179.3 2.05

To get detailed comparisons, the relative overheads in terms of delay, power, area and DPAP are
presented in Table 2 ∆D shows the relative delay comparisons between the proposed HLDUT latch and
other considered latches. Similarly, we can get the meaning of the ∆P, ∆A, and ∆DPAP. ∆ is calculated by

∆ = [(compared latch − proposed latch)/proposed latch] × 100%. (2)

Table 2. Detailed cost comparisons between the proposed latch and other considered latches.

Latch ∆D ∆P ∆A ∆DPAP

The traditional 191.2% −25.6% −72.3% −40.0%

HiPeR [7] 53.6% −27.6% −48.7% −42.9%
HLR-CG1 [8] 80.2% 40.2% −52.3% 20.0%

DNCS [13] 760.7% 76.7% −4.6% 1348.8%
CLCT [14] 470.0% 29.2% −17.0% 510.2%

Delta DICE [15] 270.8% 170.8% 10.8% 1010.2%
DONUT [16] 342.9% 163.7% −8.2% 970.2%
DNURL [17] 8.8% 76.2% 49.7% 186.8%
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As is presented in Table 2, the proposed HLDUT latch saves 191.2%, 53.6%, 80.2%, 760.7%, 470.0%,
270.8%, 342.9% and 8.8% delay compared with the traditional, HiPeR [7], HLR-CG1 [8], DNCS [13],
CLCT [14], Delta DICE [15], DONUT [16] and DNURL [17], respectively. Compared with other DU (let
alone SU) tolerant latches, the proposed HLDUT latch is also a power-efficient design, even though it
exhibits 25.6% and 27.6% power penalty over the traditional and HiPeR [7]. Besides, it can be derived
that area penalty is inevitable if we want better soft error tolerance. Nevertheless, the proposed
high-performance low-cost double-upset tolerant latch saves 805.24% DPAP on average compared
with other considered up-to-date DU tolerant latches, which means it is a promising candidate for
future highly reliable low-cost applications.

4. Conclusions

The technology scaling has made the single event double upsets (SEDUs) a severe reliability
problem for both aerospace and terrestrial applications. Considering that most of the up-to-date
double-upset tolerant latches suffer from high costs, we have presented a novel high-performance
low-cost double-upset tolerant (HLDUT) latch in this paper. Simulation waveforms have validated
the double-upset tolerance of the proposed latch. Besides, detailed comparisons demonstrate that our
design saves 805.24% DPAP on average compared with other considered up-to-date double-upset
tolerant latches, which means the proposed latch is a promising candidate for future highly reliable
low-cost applications.
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